Creating algorithmic approach for generating self-replicate patterns of digital images is important and difficult task. Researchers face with many challenges in developing tiling algorithms such as providing simple and applicable algorithm to describe complex patterns. This paper used cellular automata with extended moor neighborhood to generate self replicate patterns of digital images. Growth from simple motif in two dimensional cellular automata can produce self replicate patterns with complicated boundaries, characterized by a variety of growth dimensions. The proposed approach leads to accurate and scalable algorithm for generating patterns. The results of implemented algorithm demonstrate our approach with a variety of patterns.
INTRODUCTION
The study of self-replicating patterns in Computer Science has been taking place for more than half a century, motivated by the desire to understand the fundamental principles and algorithms involved in self-replication. The bulk of the literature explores self-replicating forms in Cellular Automata. Though trivially self-replicating programs have been written for dozens of languages, very little work exists that explores self-replicating forms in programming languages. Two main goals of studying self-replicating programs are to improve understanding of the basic principles and algorithms of self-reproduction and to develop machines displaying or mimicking such biological properties as selfreproduction, self-repair, growth and evolution [1] .
Pattern generation is one of the most interesting topics in nonlinear science. A motif is a basic sub-pattern, of which the entire repeating pattern is comprised. Pattern generation is the process of transforming copies of the motif about the plane in order to create the whole repeating pattern with no overlaps and blank [2] . These patterns have mathematical properties which make generating algorithm possible. A cellular automaton is a good algorithmic approach used for pattern generation. Its grid based property makes it suitable for executing tiling or tessellation algorithms. Tessellation found in many new and old architectural buildings and one of the most famous is Alhambra palace in Spain [3] . Ornamental geometry artisans wonderfully decorate all surfaces of the palace [4] . Also in many artworks of designers like Escher many beautiful patterns can be found.
The history of self-replicating programs begins with John von Neumann who contrived a cellular automaton that took some input, and produced as output that input [5] . Therefore, if the automaton itself was given as input, the automaton would reproduce itself as output. Von Neumann"s automaton is an example of what is known as trivial self-replication because the structure to reproduce is encoded directly within the program or the input. This kind of trivial self-replication is easily implemented in any programming language. The Quine Page (Thompson) has a comprehensive list of such programs for dozens of languages. Von Neumann"s automaton has the capabilities of both universal construction and computation. Universal computation is the ability to execute any computational task. Universal construction is the ability to construct any kind of configuration in the cellular space. Langton disregarded the capabilities of universal construction and computation and created an automaton capable of nontrivial self-replication [6] [7] . The automaton is not passed as input to itself, nor directly encoded within itself.
Tempesti expanded on the capabilities of Langton"s automaton, by creating an automaton that first replicates itself and then executes a directly encoded static program [8] . Tempesti"s automaton achieves self-replication in almost exactly the same way as Langton"s automaton, and does not have the capabilities of universal construction and computation. Tempesti"s automaton is not able to execute an arbitrary given program. Perrier et al goal was to create an automaton capable of universal construction and computation [9] . They built on the concepts found in Langton"s automaton and added a program and data stream into the automaton. Their automaton first reproduces itself along with the given program and data, and then executes the included program on the given data.
One very interesting work by McKay and Essam explores self-replicating structures in (functional) programming languages [10] . The goal of their work was to determine whether a program can evolve to be self replicating, from some initial random population of programs. They used genetic algorithms to search for self-replicating structures in a functional language of their own devising. Their aim was to gain some insight into the algorithmic aspects of the necessary characteristics of the evolution of life. Ahuja and Loeb described the tessellation of the word "Ali" in a hexagon [11] . Mostapha and Krishnamurti introduced a prototype for generating calligraphic patterns [12] . Kaplan [18] . This paper presents a new method for generating self replicate patterns based on two dimensional cellular automata, twenty five neighbourhood model.
CELLULAR AUTOMATA
CA model is composed of cell, state set of cell, neighbourhood and local rule. Time advances in discrete steps and the rules of the universe are expressed by a single receipt through which, at each step computes its new state from that of its close neighbours. Thus the rules of the system are local and uniform. There are one-dimensional, two-dimensional and three-dimensional CA models. For example, a simple two-state, one dimensional CA consists of a line of cells, each of which can take value "0" or "1". Using a local rule (usually deterministic), the value of the cells are updated synchronously in discrete time steps. With a k-state CA model each cell can take any of the integer values between 0and k-1. In general, the rule controls the evolution of the CA model [19] .
As the image is a two dimensional, here we use 2DCA model. In a 2DCA the cells are arranged in a two dimensional grid with connections among the neighboring cells, as shown in the figure (1). The central box represents the current cell (that is, the cell being considered) and all other boxes represent the eight nearest neighbours of that cell. The structure of the neighbours mainly includes Von Neumann neighbourhood and moore neighbourhood [20] , as shown in figure-(2): The state of the target cell at time t+1 depends on the states of itself and the cells in the moore neighbourhood with r=1 at time t, that is:
Si,j (t+1) = f ( Si-1,j-1(t), Si+1,j(t), Si-1,j+1(t), Si,j-1, Si,j(t) ,Si,j+1(t), Si+1j-1(t), Si+1,j(t), Si+1,j+1(t) ) (3) Here, we use the moore neighbourhood definition with r=2, to generate self replicate patterns of digital images. The state of the target cell at time t+1 depends on the states of itself and the cells in the moore neighbourhood with r=2 at time t.
LINEAR RULES
A rule is the "program" that governs the behaviour of the system. All cells apply the rule over and over, and it is the recursive application of the rule that leads to the remarkable behaviour exhibited by many CA"s. In 2D CA twenty-five neighborhood CA the next state of a particular cell is affected by the current state of itself and twenty-four cells in its nearest neighborhood also referred as moore neighborhood with r=2 as shown in Figure-(3) . A specific rule convention that is adopted here is given by [21] . We use their model as reference and modify it so as to study the pattern generation, as in tab.1. The central box represents the current cell and all other boxes represent the twenty-four nearest neighbours of that cell. Each box contains the rule number as well as the pixel location associated with that rule. In case, the next state of a cell depends on the present state of itself and/or its one or more neighbouring cells (including itself), the rule number will be the arithmetic sum of the numbers of the relevant cell. Therefore, 2 25 = 33554432 possible states exist. Each of 33554432 states can produce a 1 or a 0 for the centre cell in the next generation. Hence, 2 33554432 possible rules exist. A comprehensive study of all rules in higher dimensional automata is thus not easily possible. However, in this paper we will mainly concentrate on few secondary rules of interest, i.e. the rules, which can be realized by EX-OR operation only.
(i-

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Applying 2D CA linear rules for pattern generation, we take a binary matrix of size (450x450). Then we take another image whose size is (50x50) for which patterns are to be generated and put it in the centre of the binary matrix. This is the way, how the image is drawn within an area of (450x450) pixels. To avoid the boundary problems, we add periodic boundary condition to the input image. Then, we apply 2D CA linear rules on that (450x450) matrix and each time the rule is applied using the changed matrix and a new image is redrawn.
In our model, two states, i.e. black and white, are used to represent the state of cells. Therefore, the pattern is treated as the developing black and white patterns. Then we can give different colours to these patterns using different graphics packages. The rules other than the fundamental rules generate different patterns of the given image. It is observed that the patterns can generate only when number of repetition is 2 n (n=1, 2, 3,…) [22] . The following figure illustrate the above assertion for n = 6 & 7, that is after time, t= 64 & t=128. We can also give different colours to these patterns using different graphics packages, as shown in the figure 8. 
CONCLUSION
The proposed algorithm not only provide the simplicity and flexibility for generating these patterns but also have the power for controlling complexity and possibility of extending the functionality of the rules. Using our approach has many advantages: first, appropriate transition rules are provided some benefits such as holding the performance at a good level and being scalable too. Second, mentioned rule convention contain different ways of generating patterns of any digital image. Third, besides generating these patterns, we can also change the colours using different graphic tools. Fourth, we can also give different boundary designs to the generated patterns. Here, we have given lakes of rules to generate different patterns. Previously, it was not known, how these patterns are generated but here we find its solution too.
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